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From the Headmaster
In May, I found myself
re-scheduling appointments
as I was drawn, one event
after another, into a weeklong
festival of senior presentations
showcasing our impending
graduates in infinite varieties
of personal and academic
expression. First, the
psychology and statistics
classes presented their
findings from small, group-designed yearlong experiments. Then, independent
study students offered musical and dramatic performances; others offered literary
interpretations and exhibited scientific findings. During the following four days,
39 Identity class members presented their major research findings. In all, 79 seniors
held the stage to demonstrate their sincere engagement in their education, months
after grades ceased to matter, weeks after selecting their colleges.
This circumstance is not limited to the senior class. More than ever, Prep students
are assuming responsibility for their own learning, from Science Fair and Community
Impact Projects in middle school, through extracurricular commitment in clubs such
as debate, robotics and computer programming, to new senior electives in video
art and dramatic literature. In all of these instances and so many others that we
don’t have room to explore in this issue of PrepTalk, students are leading their own
education, combining initiative, analysis, creativity and collaboration to sculpt
their own unique paths to learning. They pursue these innovative options while still
demonstrating command of their traditional courses.
As students prepare for life after Prep, they move from the comforting cloister of
the campus to the crossroads of the larger world in increasingly daring ways,
from college choices in Europe and China to gap years, to Special Forces in
the country’s service. Today’s Prep Rebel looks more like Steve Jobs, pursuing a
unique personal vision that others often follow, as Thoreau suggested, “advancing
confidently in the direction of their dreams.”
Peter Bachmann, Headmaster
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A NEW IDENTITY
Prep reignites signature
course to speak to
a new generation
by Bailey Shiffler

O n a M o n d ay mor n i ng in May, Kyle
Law ’14 stood at the podium in Norris
Auditorium and presented his paper
“Wall Street: A Glorified Las Vegas” to a
room full of his classmates, teachers and
underclassmen.
His presentation was a thoughtful comparison between investing in
the stock market and gambling in Las
Vegas—he wondered: are we a population that is over infatuated with acquiring wealth instead of one interested in
making sound investments?
A short while later, Lauren Slowskei
’14 addressed the same audience with
her presentation, “Food Inequality: A
Degrading Cycle that Traps Low-Income
3

Americans.” After copious research,
Slowskei found a huge gap in the
access to healthful food between lowincome Americans and the rest of the
population. She posited that lowincome families have such little purchasing power that their food decisions
aren’t their own—corporations dictate
what they eat.
The two speakers represent the
third of the senior class who strived to
“pass with distinction” in Prep’s revamped Identity course, for which they
had to present their 10- to 15-page
research papers to their peers. The
presentations ranged on topics from
technology to business, pop culture,
sexuality and gender.

Identity Then
The Identity class has been a defining
part of the Flintridge Prep curriculum
dating back to 1988, when it was first introduced by a team of teachers, including now Headmaster Peter Bachmann
and history teacher John Ruch.
The model for American Identity
arose when alumni noted that they were
entering college unfamiliar with freshmen lecture style classes. Students were
leaving Prep with a great education, but
they were accustomed to a certain style
of learning environment—one in which
they had small classes and near infinite
access to their teachers.
So the faculty, led by Bachmann
and Ruch, sought to create a course
that would encourage critical thinking
and produce college-level work in a
more university-like setting. Ruch says
that after trying out an economics class,
the concept for a broad, liberal arts
“American Identity” course was born.
From its inception, the course was
an insightful study of American culture
that was grounded in the literature, politics and history of the midcentury. Students were to examine how the events
of the time shaped the hippie 60s, the
countercultural 70s, the neoconservative
80s and, finally, they were to ask themselves how their own their identities fit
into that framework.
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Students from the 90s and early
2000s all remember the signature
course when they reminisce about Prep
at reunions. It was a defining part of
their senior year—and, most remember
the thought-provoking lectures fondly.
Lara Bisgaard Calder ’91 remembers the class prepared her for her
lecture classes in college, even though
some of her classes at BYU had 900
students.
“When I got to college, it was not
as intimidating,” she says.
Casey McCann ’91 says it really
felt like a college class.
“I do remember my thesis was
about In Cold Blood and Truman
Capote’s style of new journalism,”
he says. “It was a fun thesis; I learned
a lot.”

Identity Now
As the years passed, the course
remained relevant—history will always
shape the identity of a new generation.
But over the past few years, the team
of teachers that lecture in Identity
started to make a shift in Prep’s senior
year experience.
Says English teacher Dr. Tyke
O’Brien, “The faculty started being interested in more independent research
models for seniors. The senior year has
become about choice—they are taking
control of the curriculum.”
Seniors are able to pick from a
larger breadth of elective courses,
and many create their own curriculum
by opting to create an Independent
Study course in the spring semester.
The faculty sought to make Identity,
which students take during the second
semester of their senior year, mesh with
the rest of the experience that had been
keenly developed to foster exploration,
independence and leadership.

So the teachers took a long, hard
look at the curriculum and structure of
the class. Bachmann says he still wanted
students to experience the lecture-hall
course format, but he also wanted to
introduce a new component: the experience of producing a significant research
project in a seminar setting, with the
collaboration of teachers and fellow
students.
Over the course of two years,
former literature teacher Mike Miley,
along with Bachmann, Ruch, O’Brien
and other Identity teachers, started to
retool lectures, focusing on more recent
and relevant topics, meant to spark student interest and introduce a broader
range of topics for student research
papers. Faculty wanted a new Identity
course that would speak to today’s students in the same way that the original
course spoke to the students of the 90s
and 2000s.
The big shift came in the spring
of 2014. The course was pared down
from 30 lectures over a semester to 12
lectures in a month, and the “American”

was dropped from the course name—
it’s now just Identity. Each lecture was
taught by a different teacher and covered distinct topic areas: group identity,
foreign policy, generational identity,
gender, sexual orientation, college and
educational choices, socioeconomic
identity, social media, technological
identity, environmentalism, artistic identity and the psychology of identity.
The second half of the semester
focused on research papers. Students
met in small groups with a teacher and
went through a peer review process
as they picked their paper topics then
edited and honed their writing.
Says O’Brien, “It’s the philosophy
of a capstone—it’s a crowning moment
of what you’ve learned up until then.
You get to put a stamp on your education and really tailor it to your interests.”
Law says that it felt good to
have the freedom to explore his own
interests.
“I think they trusted us,” he says.
“They trusted that Prep had taught us

the skills we needed to succeed. They
were right, we were very well-prepared
to take this on with minimal oversight.
Our teachers gave us freedom and
taught us like we were the adults we will
be in college.”
Students found inspiration for their
papers in unexpected places, garnering ideas from community service work,
cultural influences and, of course, the 12
Identity lectures.
Law was inspired to study the stock
market by the Investments course he
took with Peter Vaughn.
A campus speaker, Ron Finley, who
talked to students about urban gardening, sparked Slowskei to look into
the access to healthy food at various
income levels.
Ruch says that allowing students
to pursue a passion kept them interested—a challenging feat when you consider they’re second semester seniors
with summer and college on the brain.
Says Ruch, “The students were
enthusiastic and engaged through the
paper and through the presentations.”
Each student presentation—on topics that spanned from “Social Conservatism in America” to “Western Influence
on Indian Sexual Identity” and “The
Culture of Consumerism: The Internet
and the Price of Privacy,” was met with
insightful questions from their peers and
faculty.
Says O’Brien, “It’s a logical transition. It’s time for their own intellectual
independence, while still being guided.”
The Identity faculty intend to keep
the new structure of the course, as students seem to have thrived under the
new parameters.
Says Bachmann, “Without question, it raised student interest and
engagement and produced high quality
research papers.”
Slowskei agrees.
“The Senior Patio was absolutely
transformed after each lecture,” she
says. “There were no more cliques and
groups; every table was talking about
the lecture and everyone loved talking
about it. I really felt re-connected to
Prep and my classmates.” p
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Clubs

where Students
Pursue THEIR Passions
Four student-driven clubs demonstrate the school’s
commitment to involvement, excellence and the
pursuit of knowledge beyond the classroom.

“The beauty of our clubs is that they are really,
truly student-driven and based on student
interests. Students found and run clubs that
they are interested in. There is a life-cycle: clubs
are born and die and are revived based solely
on student interest and involvement.”
— Midge Kimble, dean of students
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Robotics Club
On a Tuesday afternoon in May, Laura
Ratliff ’17 and Makayla Campbell ’15
tinkered with their Scoutbot. The two
students had used the school’s 3D
printer to construct parts for their
robot, then assembled, wired and
programmed the device. Late in the
year, they were working on moving the
robot’s sensors so it would be able to
navigate a maze all on its own.
The robot was just one of the
products of the inaugural year of Prep’s
Robotics Club, a group spearheaded by
student interest and backed by faculty,
parent and community support.
It started with Nathan Morrissey
’17. The 9th grader had always been interested in robotics and programming,
and he wanted a more formal outlet for
his tinkering. He sought support from
Math Department Chair John Romano,
and the pair quickly got to work. The
year started with basic robotics concepts, as the students tried their hand
at soldering, wiring and programming.
The new club invited speakers in from
the community, in one meeting getting
an up-close look at a quadcopter, which
flew across campus, soaring above the
athletic field and gym.
Morrissey says that eventually, he’d
like the club to be able to compete in
robotics competitions, but the early
years will be more about building a
solid foundation of knowledge from
which to work.
The club members, eager students
with a passionate interest in how things
work, have learned a lot and seem
excited to help drive the future of the
club.
Programming Club
Danny Weitekamp ’14 is a self-taught
video game creator. Fascinated by deep
programming architecture more than
the actual experience of playing games,
he wanted to share his expertise and his
excitement. Last fall, he created Prep’s
first Game Development Club, repurposing what was once the Programming
Club.
“It allowed me to tap into the
excitement kids have for video games,”
Weitekamp says. “I got into programming because I was excited about video
games, so I figured that was the best
way to introduce the curriculum. I went

to great lengths to make the club as
accessible as possible.”
It was a huge investment of time;
Weitekamp, a busy senior, a cross country runner with a heavy load of courses,
including his independent study of
an extra Physics AP (Electricity and
Magnetism), created five different game
frameworks throughout the year. Club
members worked on both completing
the coding and creating character
designs.
The group met weekly, working on
a different sort of game and challenge
for each month-long project. Some
weeks Weitekamp presented a lecture,
as he introduced a new project; in other
meetings, members worked on coding
or animation.
As Weitekamp heads to Berkeley to
major in physics, he hopes to continue
to mentor the younger students in
programing.
“A few of the members have made
real progress,” says Weitekamp. “I
helped a couple of them this summer
with their own game, while I worked on
one of my own with the help of a couple
of graduating friends.”
In the fall, Christopher Turner
’16 will take over club leadership. He
plans to “direct our focus toward the
contemporary and competitive field of
mobile app development” and is taking
two programming classes in the summer, one at UCLA and one online, to
prepare. With an eye on apps, Turner
is sure to capture interest of many Prep
students who have already excelled at
local hack-a-thons, interned at technology startups and have even won awards
for original app concepts.
In making this concentrated focus
shift, Turner will revert to the original
name of the organization, the Programming Club.
“I’m really looking forward to next
year,” Turner says. “I think Programming
Club is going to become more and
more important as the field of technology continues to increase exponentially.
I look forward to sharing next year (after
we have something to show for our
work!).”
Speech and Debate
Walking around any high school, it’s
tough to overhear a complete sentence
that doesn’t include a “like,” “um” or
“ya know.” It’s impressive, then, to sit in

on a Speech and Debate Club meeting
and listen to Arthur Harris ’17 speak for
five full minutes, with very little preparation on a random topic, without uttering
a single filler word.
And he’s not the only one. As
members of the club take turns practicing their impromptu skills, they show
off their ability to craft a speech in a
matter of minutes. Their speeches
manage to be thoughtful and still fun.
The students are pros at working in
personal stories and topics of interest
into any number of prompts, bringing
up their favorite books, relating life to
a chess match and, if Izzy Williams ‘17
is speaking, there’s certain to be a Star
Trek or Dr. Who reference.
The Speech and Debate Club has
truly gone through the lifecycle at Prep,
ebbing and flowing with student interest
and commitment. And in 2014, it seems
to truly be hitting its stride. Bolstered
by a core of excited students, the school
brought in David Finnigan, a professional speech and debate coach who
consults for a number of area schools.
Finnigan says his focus has been on
building basic skills. Many members had
never participated in Speech and
Debate before; others had competed
in earlier years at Prep, and some had
participated at their previous schools.
Together, the members and Finnigan
brought the club back to life after two
years of dormancy.
The club has a strong core of young
talent with a group of sophomores,
including Harris, showing great growth
and progress.
Harris earned fifth place in Novice
Impromptu at the Bruschke Invitational
at Cal State Fullerton. His win capped
off a solid year of competition by the
team, with several members earning
accolades at the six competitions.
As the team continues to hone its
skills, Finnigan says he looks forward
to helping the mostly young members
mature in their categories and even look
to explore new forms of competition.
Marine Life Club
James Nowotny ’15 has a thing for
marine life. He grew up snorkeling
with his parents and devoured books
and documentaries on oceanography;
he volunteered to monitor sea turtle
nests in Florida and at the Aquarium
of the Pacific. In a casual conversation

about salmon with Gary Lee ’15 when
they were freshmen, he discovered that
Lee was similarly inclined. Nowotny
asked Lee to help him found Prep’s first
Marine Life Club, and after two years,
it’s the largest, most popular club on
campus.
The two rising seniors share a
passion for marine life and issues
relating to the worlds’ oceans; Nowotny
wants to have his own lab for studying
marine behavior, while Lee’s interest is
a subset of his overall love of biology.
Tall, deliberate Nowotny (a rower) and
wiry, sparky Lee (a swimmer) make an
aquatic odd couple who have demonstrable chemistry: the Marine Life Club
boasts 140 members.
Co-presidents, Nowotny and Lee
spend about two hours each week
researching and programming presentations for the club and another two
hours each week taking care of the
Chandramohan Library aquarium, newly
installed this year. To fund it, the club
raised money through a bake sale, and
Lee wrote grant applications to the Student Senate and Science Department
citing scientific research on the benefits
of aquarium-gazing (viewing aquariums
has been shown to lower the level
of cortisol, a stress hormone and to
increase mental focus).
But for all the enthusiasm for the
library aquarium, the club’s biggest
impact, according to Lee and Nowotny,
was bringing the Aquarium of the
Pacific Touch Pool Truck to campus this
winter. More than half the student population walked through it.
“The Marine Life Club is popular
because we make an impact on campus,” Nowotny says. “We show commitment, and we deliver on our promises.
We’ve brought a great diversity of
animals into the meetings; we get into
sustained conversations about different
organisms and ecological concern.”
Both Lee and Nowotny will be
doing marine biology research in the
Caribbean this summer, pursuing their
passions and bringing fresh (or salty)
ideas back to the Marine Life Club next
year, including partnering with organizations like Heal the Bay. They’ve got a
sophomore, Dennis Lin ’16, on the hook
to take over aquarium maintenance
after they graduate, so it looks like the
Marine Life Club will go swimmingly for
years to come. p
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passport required

Alumni opt for international educations
Ta k i ng a r is k and trying something new comes natu-

rally upon graduation from high school, but some Prep
students, nearly every year, kick it up a notch and decide
to enroll in schools outside the US.
In some cases it’s because of a specific program, in
others it’s embracing the challenge of a new culture. Six
seniors in the Class of 2014 are headed to college out
of the US in what Director of College Counselling Gloria Ventura calls “A national trend, driven by the rate
of tuition in the US. But for our students there is an extra dimension. They are operating more and more on a
global platform in high school and are more comfortable thinking in a broader way. They want to continue
that in college.”
We caught up with four alumni who opted to spend
their college or graduate school years abroad.

Why did you choose to go abroad
for college?
Max Bork ’13, NYU Shanghai: My father and
grandfather taught me that through travel you
can learn as much about yourself as you can
about the place you are visiting. By developing a respect and acceptance for other people’s
cultures, you can gain a better understanding of
your own. I live by those words. NYU Shanghai
seemed like a natural choice for me, but was
difficult. I knew it would permanently change
the way that I look at the world. One last thing: I
wanted to do something different.
Kyle Edwards ’08, Oxford: I didn’t study
abroad while I was an undergrad at Princeton, so
going abroad for grad school seemed appealing. My work focuses largely on UK bodies that
regulate emerging biotechnologies, so it made
sense to cross the pond. Oxford has two of the
best practical ethics centres both in the UK (and
globally), and that is the key reason I chose to
come here.
Sarah WATT House ’03, London School of
Economics: I studied for a semester at Cambridge
University in undergrad and really enjoyed living
in the UK during those months. Therefore, when
a colleague suggested London School of Economics for graduate school, it didn’t take long
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for me to begin researching programs. LSE has a
great reputation in the field of economics, which
I still work in today.
Wai-Wai Ng ’13, Cambridge: I think the fact that
it was Cambridge was the dominating factor—
obviously, it’s one of the best universities in the
world, and at that point, it was more about that
than the fact that it was abroad per se.
Do you think you were prepared for your
experience? What were you surprised by, and
what has helped you the most?
Sarah: What surprised me the most about the
academic experience was that there were very
few checks throughout the year that determined
whether students were keeping up with the program and coursework. Our marks in each class
were determined by one, maybe two, papers
and then one exam. When it came down to exam
time, it was essentially an all-or-nothing moment.
While the exam period was certainly intense, being diligent about my work throughout the entire
program meant I was prepared.
Wai-Wai: I think I was prepared, or at least as
reasonably as I could expect. On the academic
side, the mathematics curriculum, for example,
is different, so some of my lectures expected me
to know things that I hadn’t looked at before,
whereas others were on things that I had done

a year or two ago. Socially and culturally, I’m not
sure that there’s that much difference between
the US and the UK; the differences people tend
to think of are very cosmetic and it’s very easy to
get used to.
Kyle: I wasn’t prepared at all for the English
graduate system’s lack of structure: my PhD
program has no classes and no assessment until
you hand in your dissertation three to four years
after you start. Although I meet with my advisors
approximately once per month, I’m pretty much
on my own day-to-day, which is very different
from my undergraduate experience at Princeton,
where there were constantly classes, papers and
exams. However, I feel quite prepared and
confident with respect to my academic writing
style, a skill that certainly traces its roots to my
Prep days, from teachers like Mrs. Madsen, Mr.
Bachmann and Ms. Yelverton. I wasn’t quite
prepared for the culture shock, as I imagined the
UK would be much like the US. It frequently is,
but every now and then you’ll realize small differences that shift your frame of reference; it feels
a bit like an ever-so-slightly alternate universe.
Pants are underwear, biscuits are cookies, braces
are suspenders, and when a bunch of my British
friends start talking excitedly to each other, I can
barely make out what they are saying.

I wanted
to do
something
different.
Max Bork ’13
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Max: Academically I was definitely prepared, if
not more prepared than my fellow international
students. As far as learning Chinese goes—that
was an adventure! But I was used to the cadence
of learning a language because of Mr. Baker’s
Latin class. He taught us to learn a little bit every
day. If we asked him “why?” about a rule in
Latin, he would respond with “Why not?” We
learned that culture does not run on reason. One
culture is not any more logical than any other. I
really believe that. I prepared myself by mentally
realizing and accepting the fact that I was
not prepared. What has helped me the most:
letters from my family, notes and pictures, weekly
updates with friends and Daft Punk’s Random
Access Memories.

Living
abroad has
allowed
me to meet
so many
interesting
people

What do you think the special challenges are
of studying and living outside the US?
Wai-Wai: There is an added element of generally
picking up how the country works in terms of the
very basics (e.g. “you OK?” is a normal greeting,
not an expression of concern)—while doing everything else having to do with getting adjusted
to university. The other thing to deal with is time
zones—people going to university in the US are
probably going to be at most four hours from
their friends; whereas between the UK and Los
Angeles it’s eight hours, which makes keeping in
touch with friends a bit harder.
Sarah: I think there are a lot more distractions
to contend with when studying outside the US.
The big one that springs to mind is traveling to
nearby places, but enjoying your new city and its
culture can also take time away from school, so
it’s a tougher balancing act.
Max: Everyone sees the world through the lens
of their culture; the challenge in studying abroad
is realizing that your culture is no better than
anyone else’s. Watching America come within
a hair’s breadth of something close to war with
Syria was a little jarring. I began to realize the
true implications of geopolitical events around
the world. It’s also challenging living so far
away from home. All my friends from Prep live
in a different hemisphere from me. That can
be a little discouraging.
Kyle: I think a universal challenge of studying
and living outside the US is the distance from
home, family and friends. You also get a certain
ache for the US and California as living spaces
with their own unique feel, separate from any
homesickness for individual family members or
friends, that is difficult to describe.
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and has
greatly
What advice would you give to students considering studying or living abroad?
Kyle: The first couple of months are tough; even
if you’re just going to an English-speaking country that seems like it’d be quite similar to the US
(like the UK), you’ll still experience a fair amount
of culture shock. But stick it out! Living abroad
has allowed me to meet so many interesting
people and has greatly increased my sense of
independence and self-reliance.

increased
my sense of
independence
and selfreliance.
Kyle Edwards ’08

Sarah: Do your research and prep work ahead of
time. A lot goes in to moving abroad, even just
temporarily, like finding housing, setting up a
bank account, etc. Think about where you want
to work after the program. How will your grades
and experience translate back to employers in
the US?
Can you crystallize your experience in a word
or sentence?
Max: Despite cultural adjustments and a difficult
new language, I had a great year and expanded
my world outlook through travel and living in one
of the world’s greatest and most international
cities.
Kyle: Invigorating.
Sarah: Worthwhile, as the experience has given
me a unique perspective when approaching my
work and career more generally.
Wai-Wai: Fantastic. p

Why
I Love
Teaching
Middle
School
By Sarah Cooper

It ’ s T u es day, seventh period. I walk
into my 8th grade US history class a
minute before the bell, coming from a
meeting, and suddenly I forget everything from the meeting.
On the board are scribbly and bubbly “words of the day” in French, Latin
and English that students have just put
up. One is French for “hat,” another
Latin for “myself.”
One boy catches me three feet into
Room 21 and says, “Ms. Cooper, did
you hear about the Australian guy who
hacked into his own microwave?” and
proceeds to tell me all about it. One girl
tries to get my attention because she
has forgotten her binder in her locker.
“Yes, go fast!” I say.
Everyone else is talking about
the project due tomorrow in Spanish,
pulling binders out of their backpacks,
milking these last seconds of the fourminute passing period.
We start class finally. Today we’re
preparing for a debate on whether the
US should have dropped the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
1945.
We watch 15 minutes of a documentary about the Manhattan Project,
including a clip of J Robert Oppenheimer’s “Now I am become Death, the
destroyer of worlds.” The students who
just yesterday were glad to be assigned
the pro side of the debate are now feeling a little less certain, and those on the
con side are taking lots of notes.
A giddy seventh-period class has
shifted, halfway through, into something
deeper.
Those of us who teach middle
school at Prep adore this sweep of
43 minutes that can turn from zany to

heartfelt in a heartbeat.
“How do you manage it?” colleagues and parents often ask. “These
kids seem so young and squirrely.”
Yes. They are unjaded. They ask
questions that older kids don’t voice.
They want to discover how we know
what is true. They want find out who
they are and what they can contribute.
They are desperate to grow up and aching to stay young.
In these contradictions come
epiphanies, insights that we are lucky
enough to watch.
English builds slowly until everything connects. The poster in my office
of the original cover of To Kill a Mockingbird is a reminder of the power of
the long payoff. The first 11 chapters
of Harper Lee’s novel can seem like
vignettes without a theme—until the
end of the book, when Scout stands on
Boo Radley’s porch and realizes that he
had protected her and Jem all along,
that “you never really know a man until
you stand in his shoes and walk around
in them.”
History leaps like fireworks. Its
explosions of curiosity, its “gee whiz”
moments, arrive by the minute. Can you
believe how grumpy John Brown looks
in that portrait? Alice Paul ate what
when she was force-fed in prison while
fighting for women’s suffrage? What do
you think the UN is going to do about
Iraq? Current events discussions every
Friday capitalize on 8th graders’ abiding
fascination with the shocking, gruesome
and new.
English explores the emotions of
the individual. One year a girl became
so incensed by George Orwell’s Animal
Farm, as the pigs gained more and

more power, that she started writing her
reading journal in all capital letters and
with dozens of exclamation points.
History embraces the emotions
of a community, a nation. Students do
research on reformers in century-old
newspapers so they can emulate Jane
Addams’ community building or raise
their eyebrows at Carry Nation’s “hatchetation” of bar stools—an intemperate
path to temperance.
English is true in the heart; history
is true in the world. As American history
and literature professor Jill Lepore says,
literature has “the truth of the universal” while history has “the truth of the
particular.”
What English and history share in
Prep’s middle school curriculum is that
they both rely on deep discussion, reflection, debate and writing. In English,
students lead Socratic seminars based
on their own questions and do a mock
trial to practice the art of persuasion. In
history, they debate the merits of urban
Wrigley Field versus suburban Dodger
Stadium and discuss whether affirmative action, as argued in the 1978 Bakke
decision, is still needed today.
I usually give new middle school
teachers at Prep one caveat above all:
Never underestimate our students’
desire to be intellectually challenged.
Don’t talk down to them, even accidentally. They see everything and, through
their many questions, they remind us
what they need to grow up.
Last year Sarah Cooper returned
to teaching 8th grade US history after
a decade away, mostly in 8th grade
English. She is the author of Making
History Mine: Meaningful Connections
for Grades 5-9 (Stenhouse, 2009). p
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On the Town
Dramatic Lit Course Sends Students to see the Bright Lights of LA

Faculty
Creativity
Leads to Two
Innovative
Courses
At Pr ep, the creativity and learning

aren’t just left up to the students.
Faculty are curious, and they’re
encouraged to innovate. Two new
courses last year were a direct result
of such innovation—teachers were
moved to share new perspectives
with students, and the results were
inspiring.
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In the spring of 2013, Performing Arts
Department Chair Rob Lewis and
teacher Lisa Bierman ’03 took a group
of students to see a production of Tribes
at the Mark Taper Forum. The students’
inspired analysis and enthusiastic response to the trip begged the question:
Why don’t we do this more often?
So now they do.
In the spring of 2014, the Dramatic
Literature course made its first appearance on the Prep stage. It was a new
sort of course, in which students get to
go into LA and see one play a week—a
blend that ranged from Shakespeare to
musicals and even experimental shows
that incorporated puppets, improv and
multimedia.
Prior to seeing the show, Lewis and
Bierman used class time to set up each
play, sometimes imparting information
on theater history or on the playwright,
and other times giving context to the
style of the play or the company putting
it on. Each Thursday night, the entire
class headed out into Los Angeles,
from Westwood to downtown and
Koreatown, to see shows. And then on
Mondays, they would debrief.
When creating the course, Bierman
and Lewis were excited to be able to
offer a theater class that had nothing to
do with being on stage. The seniors enrolled had diverse backgrounds, some
having acted in all of the school productions, others who were involved in plays
but weren’t actors and even a group of
students who had never participated in
theater before.
Says Bierman, “In high school,
theater is often seen as acting, but you
don’t have to participate in productions
to develop an understanding or love of
theater.”
Class discussions were never dull,
as students broke down the acting and
directing and compared and contrasted
elements of each play. As the course

progressed, , students had more
context to dissect each production.
“They always had to back up their
opinions,” Lewis says. “The course was
not about creating critics, it was about
learning to have a conversation about
the same piece from different angles…
This class provided the framework to
have an educated opinion on forms of
communication.”
Galey Caverly ’14 says she loved the
diverse makeup of the class, and sharing opinions with her peers helped her
broaden her views on theater.
“It was interesting to get the viewpoints of people who were not in plays
versus the people who want to be on
stage,” she says.
Michael Cassutt ’14 agrees, adding
that he enjoyed the wide range of plays
he experienced, some good and some
not so good.
“Mr. Lewis and Ms. Bierman gave
us things to look for, from the choices of
the director to the choices of the actors
to the composition of the audience,”
he says. “I was going in with more of
a critical eye and it made me a more
informed patron.”
Lewis says the course is on the
docket for next year, and he’s excited
about recreating the curriculum around
whatever plays are offered in the LA
area in the spring. The two teachers
agree that the class elevated the level of
discourse about art on campus, and the
seniors enrolled left with a heightened
level of creativity and enthusiasm for
how to express themselves.
Says Bierman, “It’s a great opportunity for the students. It’s hard to think
outside the box when you don’t even
know what the scope of the box is.”

The Video Art class created an installation to highlight their work at the Spring Art Showcase.

On Camera
Students Learn to Express Themselves in Video Art Class
Prep’s Visual Arts Department has
always spanned mediums—from
sketching to painting, ceramics and
photography, students have numerous
ways to express themselves. This fall,
photography teacher Ricardo Rodriguez
introduced one more: video.
Today’s students are used to communicating through videos. Whether
browsing the internet for funny YouTube
videos, seeing a 3D movie or filming a
15-second Instagram video to share with
friends, teenagers are constantly looking at and producing moving images.
Rodriquez, who has studied video art
himself, wanted to show interested students that video as an art is much more
complex and rewarding than pointing
and shooting.
He built a curriculum, got it approved, and the class quickly filled.
Brandt Rohde ’15 had taken
photography, and he was interested in
trying out a totally new class at Prep. He
said he was excited about “making art
in a way that I haven’t before.”
Rodriguez started the class with an
introduction to the medium. He took

students through a brief history of video
art, recognizing pioneering works and
showcasing different defining works of
video art.
For one of the first projects of the
year, Rodriguez had the students create
flipbooks, teaching them the fundamentals of moving images. It was truly about
teaching students the basics—sans
technology.
Says Rohde, “It really gave me an
appreciation for timing. Some pieces
only need to be 30 seconds and some
deserve hours.”
In itself, video art is a challenging
concept, as video is most often used to
tell a narrative story, whereas in art, the
message or emotion on display is often
nonlinear.
The students quickly moved from
flipbooks to making videos. Rodriguez
incorporated lessons on advanced
editing software, though he shied away
from making technology and software a
driving force in the classroom.
For one project, the students collaborated with dance classes to make
a backdrop video art piece for the annual Spring Dance Concert. In another,

students were asked to use two videos
in one project, whether overlaying them
on top of one another or having them
play side-by-side.
Says Rodriguez, “I was surprised
by every assignment. They were so self
driven, there’s always many ways of resolving a project or answering a prompt,
and sometimes the results were unexpected.”
At the conclusion of each project,
Rodriguez would allow the students to
showcase their work to classmates and
would open up the floor to critique—a
forum that often brought thoughtful
introspection and collaboration.
Rodriguez plans to offer the course
in the fall, hoping to tweak assignments
and continue to hone the course.
Rohde says that being part of a new
class at Prep was a great experience,
as he felt like he got to really make an
impact on the curriculum. Rodriguez
consistently asked for feedback, allowing students to help build the groundwork for the future of the course. p
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Prep Loses A Hero
SSG SCOTT STUDENMUND ’08
June 26, 1989 – June 9, 2014

Few people
know what they
want to be at
age 24, and even
fewer achieve
their dream at
that young age.
Staff Sergeant Scott Studenmund ‘08
knew he wanted to be a Green Beret
soldier, he lived his dream, and he
loved his job. On June 9, 2014, he
was killed in action in Afghanistan. His
Special Forces team was participating
in a multiple-day, high-priority action
in the Gaza Valley, Zabul Province. The
mission was nearly complete when
the team came under fire from enemy
forces. Field reports had been highly
positive; Scott died knowing that his
final mission had been a success.
Scott was a straight-A student
at his elementary school, Clairbourn,
receiving exemplary grades in citizenship and the Nijjar Sportsmanship
Scholarship recognizing his leadership
and ability to compete with dignity
and grace, whether his team won
or lost.
He came to Prep as a 7th grader,
bringing with him his scrappy, competitive spirit, his genuine feeling
for others and his questing, keen
intelligence. He was a National Merit
Finalist and a three-sport athlete who
was an outstanding sprinter. He ran
cross-country before finding football,
where he was named to All-Area and
All-League teams. He worked out
harder, read more widely and debated
more fiercely than anyone in the
Class of 2008.
Scott attended Pitzer College
and was a starter of the special teams
unit for the Pomona-Pitzer football
team. After a semester, he left college
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to pursue his dream of becoming a
Special Forces soldier. By all accounts
his career in the Army was remarkable,
and those who knew him were struck
not only by his achievements but by
his humility. A member of his Army
Team said, “He was a young man who
was constantly trying to overcompensate for something. But the irony was
laughable; he had nothing to compensate for…he was the best and
everybody knew it. He always sought
the high road for himself to become a
better soldier, friend, brother and son.
He was tenacious, eager, motivated.”
Scott’s warrior spirit served him
well during Green Beret training.
In just 25 months, he passed 11 rigorous training courses on the first try.
Only two others of the class of 38
men earned their Green Beret with
Scott, despite the fact that he was
the second youngest, and one of the
least experienced, in his class.
Soldiers who served with Scott
emphasized how unusually young he
was for his achievements. He earned

recognition for his marksmanship and
his ability as an instructor for students
as diverse as his combat-hardened
teammates, his superior officers and
indigenous troops. He was universally
respected for his erudition and willingness to debate any topic. He became
a valued and respected member of
the 1st Battalion of the 5th Special
Forces Group, Bravo Company, based
in Ft. Campbell, KY. Assigned to
become a combat diver—a designation won by only five percent of Green
Berets—Scott once again passed a
notoriously tough course, making
him, according to KeysNews.com, a
member of “an elite fraternity within
an already elite fighting force.”
He was, according to a Special
Forces colleague, “the epitome of
a Green Beret and more, a combat
diver and sniper with an overwhelming
intellect. He was becoming everything
he had wished for.”
Scott received his first combat assignment, to Afghanistan, in January
2014. He was set to return home in

August and told his family he wanted
to sign up for at least three more years
of active duty because he believed
he had more to accomplish, learn and
contribute. Whenever people thanked
Scott for his service, he responded,
“It’s my pleasure. I love my job and my
country.”
The news of Scott’s death
prompted both Pasadena and La
Cañada to fly their flags at half-mast
for a week. His memorial service on
the Prep campus (there were others
in Kandahar and Tennessee) drew over
1,100 people.
Headmaster Peter Bachmann
remembered Scott as a determined,
independent thinker with outstanding drive and energy. He also recalled
that, as a middle schooler, Scott
had been deeply moved when he
heard of the death of USMC 2nd Lt.
JP Blecksmith ’99 in Fallujah, Iraq.
“Inspired by JP, Scott wanted
something greater than himself,”
according to Bachmann.
Scott’s friends Trey ’08 and Kurt
’13 Kozacik remembered a rambunctious, caring friend who was smart and
fearless, with a passionate, infectious
personality. Xander Berry ’08 told the
crowd that for Scott, “honor and service weren’t mere platitudes, but integral elements of his being…(he was)
without an ounce of caution or fear…
funny, focused, unrelentingly humble
and completely unstoppable.” US
Army 1st Lieutenant Denny Lowe ’08,
who had taken leave to meet Scott’s
body at Dover Air Force Base, spoke
about his wish to honor “an irreplaceable friend” whose iron discipline,
valor, intellect and worldview were
built on a foundation of love. “Scott
loved his family and friends, his country and ultimately humanity. That is
why he chose his profession. He cared
for others more than himself.”
SSGT Scott Studenmund is survived by his father, Woody, mother,
Jaynie, sister, Connell ‘12, and half
brother, Brent. He was buried with full
military honors in Arlington National
Cemetery, next to his Green Beret
comrade killed in the same engagement, and near his grandparents Jack

R. Miller, a US Senator and Brigadier
General in the Air Force Reserve, and
grandmother, Jerry Miller. His medals
include some of the highest honors
a member of the military can receive:
the Purple Heart, the Bronze Star and
the Meritorious Service Medal. Over
30 Green Berets, including his immediate teammates who were flown
back from Afghanistan, attended the
Arlington burial, and it was clear to
everyone who attended why Scott
would want to be a part of the unique,
elite and dedicated Green Berets.
After the ceremony, the Studenmund family said, “We are so fortunate to have been embraced by
Scott’s remarkable Special Forces
family, as well as by our Prep friends.
We continue to feel Scott’s powerful
presence in ways big and small. He
strove to be the best he could be for
everyone around him. He was selfless and inspiring. We invite everyone
who knew Scott to join us in honoring
him through devotion to family and
friends, by giving back, being kind

and never giving up on far-reaching
dreams, while having tons of fun and
laughter along the way.”
In Scott’s memory, the Studenmund
family (Woody, Jaynie and Connell ’12)
has established a memorial fund that
will promote the passions and ideals
that Scott embodied, including a love
of athletics and a devotion to public
purpose. Each year, a Scott Studenmund
’08 Memorial Award will be bestowed
upon a member of the Flintridge
Preparatory School coaching staff
who exhibits a devotion to athletic
excellence and student development, as well as a commitment to
public service. In addition, the Scott
Studenmund ’08 Memorial Fund will
be used to enhance athletics facilities
and playing fields at Flintridge Prep,
honoring Scott’s legacy as a scholarathlete and Green Beret soldier who
made the ultimate sacrifice for his
beloved country. All gifts received in
memory of Scott Studenmund will be
allocated to his memorial fund.

Donations to the Scott Studenmund ’08 Memorial Fund can be made online at
support.flintridgeprep.org. For more information please contact Lakshmi DasturJohnson, director of external affairs, Flintridge Preparatory School at 818-949-5524.
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Take Note
Independent Studies

Projects are Greater Than the Sum of Their Parts
If mastery of a subject is demonstrated
through new creation, then Flintridge Prep’s
independent study program is the ultimate example of higher learning. Between
a quarter and a third of seniors have participated in the program each year since
it began in 2001. The students use their
last semester of high school to take a selfguided dive into areas of interest, and the
results are stunning.
Singer Mimi Klein ’14 and drummer
Jarren Heidelberg ’14 collaborated on
their independent study project, performing a selection of songs. Others delved
into storytelling and theatrical productions. Lauren Jacobs ’14 directed a one-act
play, while William Vose ’14 did improvisational comedy and Evan Grobar ’14 and
Anton Verbinski ’14 wrote the script, music
and lyrics of a 20-minute musical, which
they also directed, called Welcome to the
Mother Hive.
Rob Lewis, Performing Arts department chair, who has advised several independent studies, says, “Putting up a
production is a large-scope pursuit with
an infinite amount of details, which don’t
present yes and no scenarios. In the end,
the direction one takes is from the gut, and

that might be the scariest choice of all. The
act of investing so much time and effort
into something so personal—so meaningful—and presenting it to the world is in fact
art.”
And it’s this grappling, whether it’s
with big ideas, scientific findings, challenging concepts or the gut and instinct of performance, that pervades the independent
study program year after year. Students
often struggle with the scope of their ambition and frequently start the semester
with one idea in mind, only to find that they
must scale back or pursue a different path.
As a result, the presentations demonstrate
a beginning of college-level work, rather
than an ending of high school work.
Dean of Faculty and history teacher
Sarah Cooper was an advisor this year to
Juliana Clark ’14 on a project about the lyrics and life of Bob Dylan.
“One of the joys of independent studies is that they are so intellectually flexible,” Cooper says. “They also remind the
teacher of what it is like to be a student
again. Every week as I read about Dylan, I
was interested but not mesmerized. However, when Juliana and I talked about the
readings each Friday at lunch, I found

Psych-Stat Presentations

A Cross Curricular Success
Dr. Antonio Harrison ‘01, incoming Science Department Chair Laura Kaufman, President of BOLD Educational Software Dr. Diane Dusick, statistics teacher
Jill Riehl and psychology teacher Barrett Jamison
were impressed by the senior psych-stat presentations in May. The annual project teams up statistics
students and psychology students in a cross-curricular experience that teaches students to design
and perform a study and then analyze and present
their statistical data. This year’s projects ranged from
looking how race impacts cultural identity to the psychology of superstition and studying how groups of
people react to someone pointing in a crowd.
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myself engrossed. Her enthusiasm, and
the beauty of our often different interpretations, made me fascinated anew each
week.”
The independent study process awakens individuals and they make unexpected
discoveries, according to Lewis.
“With art, the product (the performance) isn’t necessarily the answer, it’s the
personal impact it has: on the performers
throughout the process, on the audience
and ultimately on the student who is spearheading the project,” he says.
This seems to be true even in projects
that don’t seem particularly artistic. Eric
Fung ’14, who presented on the use of radiation, such as X-rays and MRIs, to diagnose illness and injury, discovered that the
necessary analytical skills for a radiologist
are often developed in a liberal arts classroom.
In his final presentation, Fung said:
“Radiology connects biology and the human experience.”
The independent study process
awakens individuals and they
make unexpected discoveries.

College Counseling

Emphasizing the Journey Over the Destination with Unique Programs
As the College Counseling Department
continues its successful track record of
helping students find the college that truly
“fits,” it unveiled a new addition to the
school’s 15-month college counseling program—discussions and panels for parents.
The department has always emphasized process over placement, and with
the leadership of Gloria Diaz Ventura, the
program is extending its mission to help
parents cope with the stress their children
experience. A member of a Stanford think
tank called Challenge Success, which promotes healthy practices for students on
high school campuses, Diaz Ventura believes that a powerful, positive outcome of
education—a life well-lived by each Prep
graduate—“starts with a student-centered
process. It’s what we try to do every day for
our students, and now we are letting the
parents in on it.”
The first panel discussion for parents
was in April. “Under Pressure: Student Anxiety in the College Admission Process” included three experts in college admissions,
college counseling and university-level student affairs addressing how parents can
help their children cope with the inevitable
stress of time management, grades, tests,
applications, acceptances, rejections, decisions and transitions.
Headmaster Peter Bachmann, who
kicked off the evening, said that Prep is a
place of “constant collaboration” between
academics and human development, between “process and product.” There is a
delicate daily balance that allows students
to enjoy high school and have fun, even as
they pursue a rigorous curriculum and academic excellence.
Fostering that balance and participating in a healthy process are key, as Diaz
Ventura reminded the audience.
“Your kids will land really well, and the
outcomes are practically guaranteed; it’s
the journey that is crucial,” she said.
The panel included Dr. Jeffrey Prater,
a psychology professor at Fuller Seminary
also in private practice, who told parents

Dr. Jeffrey Prater, psychology professor at Fuller Seminary, Maria Furtado, executive
director of Colleges That Change Lives, Donna Budar-Turner, USC’s director of student
judicial affairs and community standards, and Gloria Diaz Ventura
how to identify stress and address its
causes.
Maria Furtado, executive director of
the nonprofit Colleges That Change Lives,
put anxiety about college admission into
perspective, noting that there are 2,764
four-year colleges in the US, with a 70%
admission rate overall. Furthermore, most
students are admitted to their first choice
school. She told parents to look beyond
name brands like the Ivy League and the
nation’s most selective schools, noting that
smaller liberal arts colleges often have excellent programs and teachers, with handson research opportunities that create enticing resumes for careers and graduate
schools.
USC’s Donna Budar-Turner, Assistant
director of student judicial affairs and community standards, provided a view from a
college administrator who deals with troubled students. She said that students who
have not learned to handle stress, failure,
academic challenges and job searches on
their own are more likely to have issues adjusting to college.

The discussions for parents are a
great complement to the rest of the college counseling curriculum, which encourages introspection and provides practical
tools to find a college match. The school’s
third College Essay Writing Bootcamp for
rising seniors took place in June, just after the students had completed their first
semester-long college counseling class.
The three-day bootcamp emphasized writing and critiques from college admission
reps, as well as mock interviews and panels with Prep alumni and directors of admissions. Harvey Mudd, Occidental, USC,
Loyola Chicago University, Pitzer, Pomona,
Scripps and Whitman were represented in
this year’s bootcamp.
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Teachers say farewell
Betty Urban, 7th grade dean and Prep’s
drawing and painting teacher, said farewell to the school after graduation. Urban,
whose daughter Alex Cox is a member of
the Class of 2004, introduced generations
of students to the fundamentals of drawing
and painting, including media, vocabulary,
principles and techniques.
She roamed the campus checking in
with her art students and keeping up with
her 7th grade charges to make sure they
were adapting well to middle school. Urban, who began teaching at Prep in 2004,
moved to Jakarta, Indonesia, where she will
teach drawing and painting to elementary
students in an international school there.
Lisa Bierman ‘03 said farewell to Prep after
teaching drama since February of 2010. A
graduate of NYU’s Tisch School who studied clowning, Bierman brought the famous
“Clown Show” to Prep and directed productions of Romeo and Juliet, The Cinderella Waltz, The Farnsworth Invention and
Peter Pan. A professional development trip
to New York City to see plays inspired this
year’s new offering for seniors, Dramatic
Literature (See page 12).
Theresa Cheng, who came to Prep from
the Teach for America program, left the
West Coast in June for a master’s program
at Harvard University. She taught science in
both high school and middle school and
joined Lisa Bierman ’03 on the faculty team
for Comedy Sportz. Her work at Prep and
in a USC lab as a summer research assistant
inspired her to pursue a higher degree in
neurobiology and the science of learning.
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PLAY WITH A PURPOSE

Prep Hosts Boys & Girls Club for Summer Camp
Prep expanded its relationship with the Boys & Girls Club of Pasadena this summer, inviting 58 members in the 5th through 8th grades to spend a week at Prep.
Created under the Athletic Initiatives program and supported by Prep faculty
and the Athletic Council on Leadership (ACL), the members of the Club learned
about drama, computer skills and athletics each day. About 20 campers rotated
through fun, skill-building sessions that emphasized group work, relationship
building and confidence. Four of the days ended with the ACL student mentors
discussing “life lessons” in the classroom, in athletics and in the community.
Director of Athletic Initiatives Alex Rivera worked with Rachel Estrada, leader
of the Boys & Girls Club, to create the summer program.
“We are so grateful for this partnership,” Estrada said. “This collaboration is
an opportunity our youth may never have had otherwise.”
Collaboration was a foundation of the camp, and Prep students enjoyed
creating relationships and learning new things as much as club members. Says
Marina Corbisiero ’15, “It was such a fun experience to show them what Prep was
about!”
A boy and a girl from the club were awarded scholarships to attend summer
school at Prep this year, and Rivera’s long-term goal is to create a scholarship for
a club member to attend Prep full-time.

Junior Internship Day

Inspiration for Work
and Life
Forty-two hosts in fields as diverse as
screenwriting, dentistry, finance and technology greeted Prep students on the second annual Junior Internship Day in May.
In groups of two to five, the entire junior class left campus, fanning out across
Los Angeles to experience a day at work.
Some rose early to shadow surgeons; some
made a cross-town trip to build virtual
worlds; some sat in on an interview with a
gubernatorial candidate.
Students loved the chance to spend
a day learning about a specific profession.
Many also reported being inspired by life
lessons from their hosts, who were a mix of
parents and alumni.
Adam Aluzri ’15, who spent the day
with Dr. Alan Weinstein at Caltech, said,
“he taught us enough to blow our minds…
about the differences between astrophysics and particle physics…lunch was insanely fancy, and we talked about life, the universe and everything.”
Many internships opened students’
minds. Lindsey Hunt ‘15 got to directly
experience the diversity of Los Angeles,
working with community groups during her
day with Dr. Steve Weibe. “I think the most
important thing…was cultural awareness
and respect for people different from me,”
she said.
Some day-long internships led to summer jobs (Ashley Lara ’15 worked with TV
lawyer Tina Perez Gonzales ‘86), while others inspired students far beyond a specific
career goal. Christopher Zaro ’15 spent the
day with Kasey Livingston Moreno ’90, a
composer and music consultant, and reflected, “hearing stories from someone
successful has encouraged me to continue
pursuing my passion while being myself.”
Gareth Weiss ‘15 observed John
Brown ’81 at work and said, “The day was
inspirational…I learned that we should just
go for it to get the most possible chances
at success. Whether it is making a call in
sports or making a call to buy some stocks,
I need to be ready to take chances.”
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Awards
Awards at Commencement

Upper School Awards

Special Awards

SPECIAL AWARDS
Student Leadership Award: Bryce Lew ‘15
JP Blecksmith Memorial Award: Lacy Coan ‘15
Fathers Club Pursuit of Excellence Awards:
9th Grade: Haley Harris ’17
10th Grade: Lauren Stiles ’16
11th Grade: Ally Graves ‘15
Amherst Book Prize: Dean Hathout ‘16
Harvard Prize Book Award: JD Papanikolas ‘15
Princeton Book Award: Cameron Wen ‘15

American Legion Award:

Kaitlin Liston ’14, Joseph Mahler ‘14
Benton Memorial Award: Eric Fung ‘14
Founder’s Trophy: Christine Kazanchin ’14
Generosity of Spirit Award: Grady Willard ’14*
Salutatorian: Quinn Schwab ‘14
Parents Association Scholarships:

Maya Okamoto ’14,
Sarah (Sam) Reyes ‘14
Tom Fry Memorial Award: Carlo Sivilotti ‘14
Senior Athletes of the Year:

Chelsea Johnson ’14, Alan Yoho ‘14
Valedictorian: Eric Fung ‘14
Salutatorian: Quinn Schwab ‘14
Department Awards
English

Marilyn Haigh ‘14

Visual Arts

Visual Arts

Performing Arts

Claire Shaffer ‘14
R.I.S.D. Award: Katharine Yamamoto ‘14

Sophomore: Daniel Erdody ‘16
Junior: Chris Zaro ‘15

History

Quinn Schwab ‘14
Math

Helen Yun ‘14
Yee Siu King Tom Award: Esther Jun ‘14
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Fine Arts
Sophomore: Sarah Kersting ‘16
Junior: Kenalyn Ang ‘15

Ellie Taw ‘14
Vocal Music: Teddy Willard ‘14
Instrumental Music: Jarren Heidelberg ‘14
Drama: Thea Goddard ’14

PrepTalk omitted the winner of the Generosity of Spirit
Award, a special honor given only occasionally at the
discretion of the administration to a graduate who
displays a deep passion for serving the community
and a commitment to going beyond expectations in
the name of service. Grady Willard ’14, who exemplifies selfless service in every way, won this award
at Commencement. Grady’s work with the Student
Community Action Council leaves a lasting legacy
of student community impact on Prep. We featured
SCAC and Grady in the Winter 2014 issue of PrepTalk.
Grady’s award is also referenced in the Class of 2014
Senior tribute, which members of the Class of 2014 will
receive in October. We regret this error.

English
Sophomore Award: Riva Weinstein ‘16
Brown Book Award: Brandt Rohde ‘15
NCTE Writing Award Nominee: Kevin Park ‘15

Fine Arts

Performing Arts

* Due to an editorial error, the printed Summer 2014

Department Awards

Science

Lavan Rajan ‘14
Computer Science: Danny Weitekamp ‘14
World Languages
French: Brooke Stewart ‘14
Latin (John W. Neupauer Award):

History
Sophomore Award: Jenna Colliflower ‘16
Dartmouth Book Award: Megan Davies ‘15
Math
Sophomore Award: Dean Hathout ‘16
Junior Award: Austin Wang ‘15
Science
Sophomore Award: Nikhil Poole ‘16
Bausch & Lomb Award: JD Papanikolas ‘15
High School Science Fair Award Winners

Best of Fair: Vick Liu ’16
First Place: Nikhil Poole ‘16
Second Place: Makayla Campbell ‘15
Third Place: Nanita Balagopal ‘16

Spanish: Shaneli Jain ‘14

World Languages
French: Betsy Roy ‘15
Latin: Luke Boyd ‘15
Spanish: Patrick Minassians ‘15

Faculty Awards
Andani Teaching Chair: Rob Lewis
Class of 2014 Award: Tyke O’Brien

Faculty Awards
Class of 1987 Award: Reggie Ursettie
Detoy Award: Mary Ellen Jamison

Anna (Nick) Russell ‘14

Prep Celebrates Middle School Promotion
At the 8th Grade Promotion and Middle School Awards Ceremony, administration, faculty and parents took time to celebrate
the achievements of middle school students and to honor the 8th graders as they make the transition to their high school years.
Headmaster Peter Bachmann congratulated the 7th graders for their seamless transition, both academically and socially, to a new
school. He then recognized the 8th graders for their contributions to Flintridge Prep thus far, through their academic, athletic,
artistic and community service endeavors. The Promotion speaker, Board Secretary Karen Bogaard, parent of Andrew ‘04, Erik ‘09,
John ‘08 and Katherine ‘13, encouraged students to pursue passions as they advance to high school. “Take time to make the most
of these years,” she said. “Support and encourage each other.”

Awards at 8th Grade Promotion
Honor Students of the Year

Athletes of the Year

Bavan Rajan ‘19

Crystal Juan ‘18
Nicholas Davis ‘18

Runners Up:

David Kim ‘19
Wylie Kasai ‘18
Evan Pattinelli ‘18

Pursuit of Excellence Awards
7th Grade
Sponsored by the Parents Association

Outstanding Citizenship Award

Ryan Huntley ‘19

Katie Kralik ’18

8th Grade
Sponsored by the Fathers Club

Catherine Turner ‘18
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Spotlight
Music Department Celebrates Spring
with Two Concerts
In conjunction with Prep’s Annual Film and Music Festival,
the Jazz Ensemble and Jazz-Rock Ensemble, under the direction of Jon Murray, presented a variety of entertaining
music in the Miller Theatre at Prep’s Second Annual Jazz
Coffee House. Several jazz and rock standards arranged by
Murray were featured, which included senior vocalist Mimi
Klein ‘14 joining the band on their closing number, “The
Letter.”
In a second showing, Prep’s orchestra and choral students presented their 22nd Annual Spring Concert in Norris Auditorium. The orchestra, under Jon Murray’s direction,
presented a variety of beautiful selections from Bach to Offenbach; and the Flintridge Singers, under Steve Hill’s direction, presented a program titled How Can I Keep From
Singing?, which included songs of the Beatles (in honor of
their 50th anniversary) and beautiful settings of poetry reflecting the joy of music and singing in our lives.

Summer Musical Theater Program Presents A Chorus Line
The result of Prep’s first summer musical theater boot camp was a stunning performance of A Chorus Line in Norris Auditorium.
The cast of 16 students worked diligently throughout the camp to hone their singing, dancing, acting and ensemble-building
skills, and the effects were noticeable. The program included two students from other area schools.
Co-Dean of Faculty Sarah Cooper says, “Although I knew most students and had taught more than half of them, at certain
points I almost forgot I was watching people I knew. They truly inhabited their characters.”
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Dancers Honor the Silver
Screen in Spring Concert
On April 25, as Norris Auditorium filled
with an excited audience, 50 dance students congregated backstage, eager to
perform their original pieces, which would
interpret—sometimes directly, sometimes
abstractly—some of their favorite movies.
The Dance 1 Class, initially a little nervous to be opening the show with a piece
inspired by Little Miss Sunshine, relaxed
and gave themselves to the joy of dancing.
The audience roared its approval, and Cinemotion: Dances Inspired by Popular Film,
was off and leaping, jete-ing, chasse-ing
and tapping. Even pillow fighting was part
of the program when the 8th grade class
saluted Monsters, Inc.
In addition to working with their favorite Hollywood movies, the Dance Company collaborated with Ricardo Rodriguez’s
Video Art Class to create an original movie
based on Inception. The dancers performed
for the video and matched the final shot
with their bodies, bringing their vision to
life on stage (see page 13).
Besides the dance classes (7th and
8th grade, Dance 1 and 2 and the Dance
Company), the Hip Hop Club and guest
artists—students not enrolled in dance but
who worked after school—participated.
Some dancers created their own choreography, with dance teacher Molly Mattei
and the Dance Company providing moves
for many of the other dances. The concert
closed with the nine guest artist dancers
performing The Ghost Train, a haunting,
athletic piece created by professional visiting artists/choreographers Karlo Familara
and Angelina Grima.
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Replay

BASEBALL

Softball

Boys Varsity. The Rebels (15-8 overall, 9-3
League) continued their string of success
with a standout season, during which they
came in second in League and advanced
to the second round of the CIF Southern
Section Division VI playoffs. The season
was defined by a quiet confidence from
the Rebels, with returning players boasting playoff experience from last year’s run.
This was on display in their League opener
against Webb. The Rebels started shaky,
with a few miscues putting them behind
early in the game. But the Rebels didn’t let
the errors get to them and scored 7 runs
in the third inning, only allowing 1 run for
the rest of the game for an 11-7 victory. The
team had a strong core of senior leadership but had valuable contributions from
all players. Brenden McKiernan ‘14, Cole
Rademacher ‘14, Cole Pilar ‘16 and Hamilton Evans ‘16 earned First Team All-League
honors, and Daniel Enzminger ’14 and Michael Weinstein ’14 earned Second Team
All-League accolades. Coach Guillermo
Gonzalez hopes to continue his string of
success next year, continuing to develop
young talent.

Girls Varsity. The Varsity softball team (5-16
overall, 2-10 League) started its season
with a memorable win against Malibu.
The Rebels scored 15 runs in the 15-11
victory, with all of the girls contributing as
they flexed their offensive muscle. It set
the tone for a season that was defined by
teamwork and collaboration. Team MVP
Therese Oshiro ‘17, who earned First Team
All-League honors as a freshman, led the
team with great pitching performances
and a poised presence on the mound.
Drew Montgomery ‘14, the team’s only senior, earned Second Team All-League honors. With only one senior on the team this

MVP: Brenden McKiernan ‘14
Offensive MVP: Cole Rademacher ’14 and
Michael Weinstein ‘14
Defensive MVP: Daniel Enzminger ’14 and
Cole Pilar ‘16
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year, Coach Jamie Mejia is excited to see
what the future holds. She says, “This season was an improvement from last season,
and we look to continue in that positive direction.”
Team MVP: Therese Oshiro ‘17
Coaches’ Award: Drew Montgomery ‘14
Rookie of the Year: Taylor Yoshida ‘17

Golf
Boys Varsity. The young golf team, showcasing six freshman and just two seniors,
improved immensely over the course of
the season, lowering their team score by
more than 30 strokes and winning six of

12 matches. Sophomore star Jonah Sacks
’16 led the team in scoring average while
providing leadership as team captain. He
received support from William Pai ’16 and
Lawrence Kim ‘16. Coach Bob Loughrie
was impressed with the overall positive attitude displayed by the team. He enjoyed
the energetic work ethic of the group, as
well as their fun-loving demeanor. He says,
“We had a very enjoyable season, which
was characterized by steady and marked
improvement.”
MVP: Jonah Sacks ‘16
Coaches’ Award: Cameron Wu ‘17
Most Improved Golfer: Brendan Barton ‘17

Swimming and Diving

League Champions
Boys Varsity. The boys Varsity swim team
dominated the pool this season, including
an impressive performance at League finals
where the Rebels won 9 of 11 events. First
place finishers included Andreas Langen
‘17, Kevin Park ‘15, Marco Flores ‘14, Carlo
Sivilotti ‘14, David Shin ‘16, Gary Lee ’15
and Ethan Vandeventer ‘14. Flores went on
to win the first CIF swimming title for Prep
since 1983 in the 100-yard butterfly, and
then truly put a mark on the meet when he
won, with teammates Sivilotti, Vandeventer
and Lee, the school’s first-ever relay title in

the 200-freestyle relay. The team swam to a
third place finish at the CIF meet, putting a
cap on a very competitive season. Coach
Ingrid Herskind says the team started with
the goal of a top-five CIF finish after coming in seventh last year. But as the year
went on, they heightened their goal, practicing extra hard with a top-three finish in
mind. The successful end to the season will
only fuel next year’s team, as Prep swimming aims to stay on top.
Most Valuable Swimmer: Marco Flores ‘14
Coaches’ Award: Gary Lee ‘15
Best Performance at League Finals: Alexander
Maletis ‘16
Girls Varsity. The girls Varsity swim team season was highlighted by several outstanding
performances by individuals throughout
the season. At the League meet, Jennifer
Langen ’14 came in first in the 200 freestyle and the 100 freestyle and was named
League meet co-MVP. In the 200 free, her
time of 1:55.01 was more than 6 seconds
faster than the second place swimmer.
Madi Witt ’15 was League champion in
springboard diving. The marks were good
enough to propel the team to a fourth
place finish. The team went on to fare well
at the CIF meet, finishing in 12th place
overall with a second place finish in diving
by Witt. Langen came in fourth in the 200
free and seventh in the 100 free. Langen

also swam with teammates Lena Pawlek
‘17, Lauren Au ’15 and Kim Cheng ‘16 in
the 200 medley relay for a sixth place finish in the consolation final. Pawlek also
took third in the consolation 500. While the
team loses a star in Langen to graduation,
the young core of talent hopes to continue
to develop over the next few seasons.
Most Valuable Swimmer: Jennifer Langen ‘14
Coaches’ Award: Erin Dennis ‘14
Best Newcomer: Lena Pawlek ‘17

Tennis
Boys Varsity. The boys Varsity tennis team
(5-10 overall, 1-5 League) worked hard to
find its footing this season. Coach Hratchia
Sargsyan says that the Rebels kept it close
in every match, typically surrendering to
losses by only a few points. The season
was highlighted by excellent singles play
by sophomore Cartier Juan ‘16, who was
named to the First Team All-League and
qualified for the CIF individual tournament—the first Prep player to do so. Says
Sargsyan, “It was a great achievement for
him.” Senior doubles pair William Dixon
’14 and Michael Cassutt ’14 earned Second
Team All-League honors, coming in fourth

Visit preptalk.flintridgeprep.org
for more sports stories and photos.
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in League play. The team’s League win
came at home against Webb, with key contributions from each player. Despite losing
some key seniors, Sargsyan sees a lot of
talent in the younger players and says the
team has the potential for great improvement next year.
MVP Singles: Cartier Juan ‘16
MVP Doubles: William Dixon ’14 and Michael Cassutt ‘14
Coaches’ Award: Sean Kilmer ‘14
Most Improved: Joshua Choi ‘16

key player on the team, ending the year
with 398 kills and by setting the single season digs record with 285. Middle blocker
Trip Westmoreland ’14 also earned First
Team All-League honors. Kyle Law ’14 and
Zach Picker ’15 were selected to the Second Team All-League. Coach Sean Beattie is excited for next season, with lots of
promising young talent. “We believe we
can make a great run again next year, as we
only graduated four players from our team
of 13,” he says.

Volleyball

MVP: Dante Fregoso ‘16
Offensive MVP: Trip Westmoreland ‘14
Coaches’ Award: Kyle Law ‘14

League co-Champions
Boys Junior Varsity. The boys Junior Varsity volleyball team (9-4 overall, 5-1 League) started the year with a lesson on teamwork. The
new mix of players began the season 2-2
and quickly learned that working together
and communicating on the court would be
keys to their future success. The team improved each game and ended the season
by winning seven of its last nine matches.
Says Coach Sean Beattie, “There was a lot
of improvement from start to finish, and
every player on the team was able to contribute to the team’s success.” A highlight
came against Rio Hondo Prep—the stakes
were high, as a victory would secure Rio
Hondo a share of the League title. Each
team took a game, but in the third game,
the Rebels played with confidence and
cruised to a 15-6 win. Beattie says, “I look
forward to seeing what all of the JV players
will be able to do for our program in the
future.”
MVP: Matt Wang ‘16
Outstanding Offensive Player: Michael Pearson
‘16
Coaches’ Award: Jonathan Ting ‘16

League Champions
Boys Varsity. The boys Varsity volleyball team
(18-6 overall, 7-1 in League) faced a tough
task at the beginning of the season. After
winning League and advancing to the CIF
quarter finals in 2013, 11 of 14 players—all
but one starter—graduated. But the Rebels barely skipped a beat, starting the season by winning seven of eight matches and
going on to win the League title. The team
advanced to the playoffs but lost in the
first round against Damien High School,
in a close match that went to four games.
League co-MVP Dante Fregoso ‘16 was a
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Track & Field
Boys Varsity. The boys track team went
through a roller coaster of a season. After starting strong, the team narrowly lost
to rival Poly in League Finals, taking second overall. But the team rallied at the
CIF meet, coming in third in the Southern
Section, beating Poly despite the loss in
League. Gareth Weiss ‘15 came in first in
the pole vault event, and Prep League MVP
and League champion in the 800 and 1,600
Alan Yoho ’14 took first place in the 800 at
CIF. Barrett ‘15 (League champion in the
pole vault) and Gareth Weiss advanced to
the State meet in pole vault, the first two
Prep athletes to qualify for the event in
school history. Gareth tied for 19th at state
prelims, and Barrett tied for 17th. Overall,
it was a successful year for the track team,
with several school records broken, including the 4 x 1,600, which was set by Yoho,
Tyler Fong ‘14, Nikhil Poole ‘16 and Jack
Van Scoter ‘16, who also came in first in
League in the 3,200. Warren Hosseinion
’17 earned the League champion title in
shot put. Coach Nick Ponticello says, “We
have a very young team with a lot of upand-coming talent, so we’re poised to be
very competitive in both League and at CIF
next year.”
MVP: Jack Van Scoter ‘16
Coaches’ Award: Elliot Witter ‘15
Best Performance by a Newcomer:
Warren Hosseinion ‘17
Girls Varsity. The girls track team had an impressive season filled with strong, consistent performances. The end result was second place in League, the team’s best finish
in years. Coach Nick Ponticello liked what
he saw, saying “With six teams in the girls

League, placing second is no small feat.”
A season highlight was the girls first place
finish at the League meet at Webb. At the
meet, Hannah Barakat ’17 came in first in
the 200-meter dash—she went on to place
first in League in the same event. Sarah
Yoho ‘14 came in first in the 3,200 and in
the 800, then went on to come first at the
League meet in the 1,600. Kate Evans ‘14
came in first in the 1,600 and the Rebels
4x400 team came in first. At League finals,
Ashley Lara ’15 came in first in the 3,200.
Yoho was a standout performer for the girls
all year, advancing to compete in the CIF
finals in the 1,600- and 800-meter events.
The young team looks to continue its improvement next season. Says Ponticello:
“It’s a very young team—most kids will be
returning next year. We have a lot of strong
freshmen, so there’s a lot to look forward
to.”
MVP: Hannah Barakat ‘17
Coaches’ Award: Cassie Redding ‘14
Outstanding Performance by a Newcomer:
Natalie O’Brien ‘17
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Alumni News
1949
JOHN RIDLAND shared, “I’ve
had poems recently published
in two anthologies, Poets
Translate Poets, and Able Muse.
I attended the 20th annual
Conference on Form and
Narrative in Poetry at West
Chester University and read
from my translation of Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight.
The translation has been printed
in an extraordinarily fine limited
edition, a copy of which was
donated to Flintridge Prep’s
Chandramohan Library by
STAN MORNER ’63. Other
libraries holding copies are the
Huntington, UC Berkeley, UC
Santa Barbara, Swarthmore and
Princeton. I am currently translating Hungarian poems with
Peter Czipott by Dezsö Kosztolányi, following on our books of
translations of Sándor Márai and
Miklós Radnóti. My work, with
an interview about my translations, was featured in the online
journal Per Contra, #31. A 1,950line epic poem A. Lincolniad: A
Tribute to Abraham Lincoln, will
soon be available from Askew,
PO Box 559, Ventura CA 93002.”
1959
Recently, Dan Wier (parent
of AMY WIER HOTMER ’89,
ERIN WIER ’90 and MEGAN
WIER BUCKLEY ’90), GRAHAM
SMITH, DENNY REA, TONY
EAGER and GARY MANILDI
met up at Mijares Restaurant
in Pasadena (below). Denny
shared, “We spent most of the
evening reminiscing about all
the good times we had while we
were all growing up in Pasadena
and La Cañada and our time at
Prep.”
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1962
In March, BOB IMMLER visited
his daughter, Sasha, in Salt Lake
City, and they went to Park City
for three days (above).
1968
JIM WELCH (below) continues
to stay busy in the music field.
His biography about California’s
most prominent organist (Richard Purvis, Organist of Grace),
received critical acclaim in music
journals. Jim is now at work on a
biography of California organist Dale Wood. In June, Jim
presented a recital and read a
paper at the National Convention of the American Guild of
Organists in Boston. Next year
on D-Day, June 6, 2015, he will
be performing at Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris. Make your
plans now to be there! Jim and
his family have also kept busy
with outdoor adventures. Together they hiked the Panorama

Trail at Yosemite; he swam Alcatraz for a second time, this time
with his son Nicholas (who is on
his high school swim team and
beat Jim); he and sons Nicholas
and Jameson climbed Angels
Landing in Zion National Park;
and they visited Death Valley,
where they went four-wheeling
through Titus Canyon and together presented an organ and
piano concert at Scotty’s Castle.
Jim shares, “If you’ve never
been there, put it on your list!”
Jim and his wife, Deanne, just
celebrated their 17th wedding
anniversary with a trip to Lake
Tahoe.
1969
MICK HOOVER emailed to
say that he had a great time at
the class reunion in April, was
glad to meet up with those who
were able to come and enjoyed
being able to share a phone call
with them and classmate, BILL
MONNING, who took time out
of his busy schedule to enjoy
some memories and laughs.
“Thanks for hosting a great
party,” he said.
1970
BOB ADOLPHE
is the Brevard
County Florida
Utility Services
director, which
provides water
and wastewater
services. Bob
has been both a public sector
executive and consultant for
over 35 years. Bob is a Florida
professional engineer with a
bachelor’s degree in industrial/
mechanical engineering and
holds an MBA from Florida
Institute of Technology. He is a
former US Naval flight officer
and veteran of multiple aircraft
carrier overseas deployments.
He and his wife, Betsy, have
three grown daughters and a
son who will graduate from high
school next year.

1976
CLAY VARGA hosted three Prep
students at Olios Health for
Junior Internship Day. One said,
“The internship was definitely
valuable. By being present during a working day, I was able to
receive a realistic representation
of their company.”
1978
ROBERT PARKER’s original
compositions were played
at the Flintridge Prep Commencement, as well as the Yale
Commencement, along with
several other locations around
the US, including the Southern
California Brass Ensemble in
April at Cal State Fullerton. In
May, a film in the 48 Hour Film
Project premiered in Las Vegas,
in which Parker’s music underscored much of the action. Says
Parker, “I’ve also been providing
music to a number of interesting
groups at various points along
the Atlantic seaboard, as well as
to a large brass ensemble here
in Fullerton. Even for a guy stuck
in a wheelchair, life can be good
and interesting, sometimes!”
1980
CHIP JACOBS and his wife,
Kate, were Senior Horizons
speakers. In June, they gathered
with daughter SAMANTHA ’12
to celebrate the Commencement of LAUREN ’14 from Prep.
1981
Father, alum and board member
JOHN BROWN joyfully gave his
son, BRODY ’14, his diploma
at Flintridge Preparatory School
Commencement (below). John
also participated in Senior Ho-

rizons and the Junior Internship
Day, where he offered sage advice to juniors as they shadowed
him at work at Brown United.
1983
JOHN KAFROUNI emailed to
share some recent news. “On
March 11, my wife, Cami, and I
welcomed our baby boy, J. Elvis
(below). I recently competed in a
seven-day mountain bike stage
race in British Columbia and
spent some quality time with
LEE WALMSLEY and his wife,
Diana, in Carpinteria. I was also
recently designated as one of
Portland’s ‘Top Doctors.’ Life’s
good!”

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute.
Renee and I (below) live in
Ventura, CA, and have four
kids between us. Renee has an
11-year-old son and a 16-yearold daughter, and I have two
daughters, 13 and 17. My
17-year-old, Miranda, just graduated high school and will be
headed to San Francisco State
University to study screenwriting
and film. I can’t believe I am the
dad of a soon-to-be college student! Seems like just yesterday I
was graduating from Prep.”

Be a part of
PREP Exchange
Multigenerational mentoring
offers four ways to engage

Junior
Internship Day
Juniors spend one day in the spring
shadowing an alumnus or parent at
his or her job.

Career
Windows
This pilot program sponsored by
the Fathers Club allows alumni
in college to work with parents
during the summer in career fields
that interest them.

Student Summer
Internships

1986
TINA PEREZ GONZALEZ and
her husband, CHRISTOPHER
GONZALEZ, provided excited
juniors with a very educational
Junior Internship Day at Perez
Gonzalez, A Professional Law
Corporation, which sparked
their curiosity in different aspects of law.
1987
On March 15, 2014, NICK
FUENTES married his wife,
Renee. “We had the ceremony
at Newbury Park First Christian
Church and the reception on the
CSU Channel Islands campus in
the Grand Salon. In attendance
was classmate PAUL GROSSMAN. Channel Islands was a
great location, 1930s Spanish
architecture and beautiful
grounds. Plus, I work there! I am
the director of operations for
CSU Channel Islands Extended
University and the program
director of the Channel Islands

	KEN WHITE, who practices law at White, Brown &
Newhouse LLP, hosted three
students for Junior Internship
Day. One student said, “All the
partners and associates had
interesting stories about their
favorite case and gave great
advice. Talking to them, I realized what skills I should focus
on developing in college, and
I learned what being a lawyer
means on a day-to-day basis.”
1988
STEVE BATTAGLIA gave two
Prep juniors an inspiring day
in the surgical center. The day
was nine hours long, yet time
flew by. Students observed five
surgeries and asked questions
all throughout. A student said,
“Although we learned plenty
about the actual surgeries taking place, we also learned a lot
about owning a private business
and the direction the medical field was headed. It was an
amazing experience.”

Rising high school seniors have the
opportunity to intern with alumni and
parents during summers.

College and
Career Mentoring
Students and alumni have access
to a network of alumni and parents
around the world to ask for advice
about colleges and careers.

Join the Exchange today.
Do you want to be a college or career mentor?
Sign up online.
prepexchange.flintridgeprep.org
If you are interested in hosting or participating in an
internship, email cbissner@flintridgeprep.org.
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NEW YORK

Prep Alumni Reception

	LISA RICHARDS RUSSELL
lives in Charlotte, NC, with her
husband, Daniel, and their dog,
Logan. Lisa works for Wells Fargo
as an IT project manager. She
and her husband enjoy mountain biking, hiking and anything
else that takes them outside.
1989
GARRETT CALHOUN and
BRIAN HOLMEN recently
attended a concert at the
Hollywood Bowl together
(below). Brian lives with his wife,
Elizabeth, and their 5-year-old
daughter, Lucy, in Long Beach.

“It’s been a tough week for the Prep family.” That’s how
Headmaster Peter Bachmann started his short address
at the Flintridge Prep alumni reception in New York City,
referring to the recent loss of Scott Studenmund ‘08
in Afghanistan.
While the event was sobered by the memory of Scott,
it remained a celebration of what makes Prep unique: our
unrivaled sense of community and camaraderie.
Several dozen Prep alumni—from the 1960s through
today—gathered at the Yale Club in midtown Manhattan,
reconnecting with old friends and making new ones.
And as 50 years of Prep graduates shared high school
stories, we were all reminded that the Rebel spirit is still
indomitably strong.
— Ben Teitelbaum ‘04

SUSAN KNOEPPEL MYERS
and her husband, Dave, welcomed their first child, Alexandra, in March 2013 (below).
Susan shared, “I just finished
my 14th year as a teacher, currently teaching 11th grade US
History in Temecula. In 2012, I
was honored as the High School
History Teacher of the Year by
the California Council for the
Social Studies.”

EVAN WINET is living in
Berkeley with his wife, Anne,
and two sons, Dominic and
Horatio, steadily getting a foothold in his second career as a
trial lawyer. In his “free time” (ha
ha), he makes and edits films.
1990
KASEY LIVINGSTON MORENO
enjoyed being a Junior Internship Day host because “it’s always
great to have a chance to share
the experience of being a songwriter with others who are curious about the industry.” The students loved their time with her!
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1991
CHRISTINE STEPANIAN
ARMENIAN enjoyed having two
junior Prep students work with
her at the pediatric dental office
in May (below). One student
raved, “I really liked being able
to see the patience the doctors
had with the patients. I also
learned how to take X-rays and
read if there are any cavities. It
was fun!”

LYLE MAYS was in town from
Chicago and stopped by campus. He visited with Alex Rivera
(below) and classmate NICOLE
HAIMS TREVOR.

1993
NATASHA NEUMANN shared
that her boys, Alex and David,
are in 6th and 4th grade attending Foothill Oaks Academy.
They play soccer year round
and her husband, Javier, is the
referee coordinator and referees
for both teams. Natasha began
work in USC’s EdD program this
fall.
1996
ELIZABETH VARNELL was
thrilled with her Junior Internship Day hosting experience at
C Magazine: “It’s always nice to
meet current students who are
thinking about what they may
want to do once they graduate
from college and to hear what
they’re up to in high school. It’s
so interesting to hear what they

think about fashion, design,
what sites they visit and what
they read.”
	MARYANN BARIBAULT
ZEIRA provided an excellent
day for Prep junior interns at
Deloitte Consulting (below).
She said they were “great kids,
asked me very good questions
via email and then continued
to impress me with questions
during the day.”

1997
Thanks to SYLVIA ANJARGOLIAN KOTIKIAN, a couple of
Prep juniors got a firsthand view
of what happens in the dayto-day life of an ER physician.
Sylvia took students to see her
patients and explained diagnoses. In addition, she showed
them X-rays and other medical
scans and explained what they
meant.
	MARK LIM and his wife,
HANNA KANG LIM ’98,
owners of Lollaland, taught
students about being entrepreneurs on Junior Internship Day
(below). “We just enjoy being
involved in the Prep family
and seeing fresh and eager
faces that are willing to learn
something new. We are always
impressed by the students.”
1999
ELISE LOVEJOY is taking the
year off from being a classroom
teacher to run Express Readers
Inc., which is a phonics-based

reading program she wrote and
is piloting in two private schools
and one Alhambra public school
(below). The reading program
launched on May 31, 2014, and
is already a vendor for multiple
charter schools!

MASTERS CIRCLE

Alumni Support Prep

2000
KELLY THOMAS married
Adam O’Toole on May 10,
2014, at the California Club in
downtown LA. Members of the
wedding party included matron
of honor JANET YAVROUIAN
SOULTANIAN, JOHN THOMAS
’03, JESSICA NG COMER and
ALEXANDRA WOLTER ’05
(below). Also in attendance were
classmates LAURA O’CONNOR
PANDYA, CHRISTINE STEENKEN
and BRIANNE TANG, along
with other Prep friends, MARK
CHURUKIAN ’97, FELIPE
CORRADO ’97, ANTHONY
De JOHNETTE ’97, VINCE
DISTEFANO ’97, SUZY KLONER
’02 and Rob McLinn.
Adam and Kelly moved from
New York to Hanover, NH, in
June.

Jeff Crawford ’86 and John Wong ’86, and John
Plumb ’64 (with Molly Bachmann), were among several
alumni who participated in the 38th Masters Circle celebration. The event thanks donors who have given $1,000 or more
to the school’s annual fund. Reid and Kris Leslie, parents of
alumni Michael ’13 and Ryan ’11 as well current student
Robbie ‘16, were honored for their active leadership at the
school over the last nine years.

Class Notes Wanted
Submit Class Notes any time to alumni@flintridgeprep.org or
by phone, 818.949.5526. Email digital images (JPEG or TIFF,
300 dpi resolution, size 5x7 inches) or send photo prints to
Flintridge Prep’s Office of Alumni Relations. News and photos
may be reprinted in PrepTalk and/or our alumni web pages,
depending on image quality and space availability.
PrepTalk reserves the right to edit class notes, primarily for
length and style considerations, though also for clarity and redundancy. Class note entries are not fact-checked for accuracy,
nor should their inclusion in the magazine be considered an
endorsement from the school.
Please contact
Jacqueline Epley Tegart ’97, Co-Director of Alumni Relations
alumni@flintridgeprep.org
telephone 818.949.5526
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REUNIONS

Alumni Reunite
with Classmates
on Campus
The classes of 1963-1965,
1969, 1979, 1984, 1989,
1994 and 1999 returned to
campus to celebrate their
reunions in April. Student
string performers created
ambiance during the reception, which was followed by
student performances in
Norris Auditorium. Headmaster Peter Bachmann welcomed the reunion classes
and brought the Prep of
today alive for the crowd.
Laughter was abundant over
dinner while new memories
were being made.
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50th Reunion — Classes of 1964 and 1965

1969

1979

1984

1989

1994

1999

2002
SEBASTIAN LANGDELL loved
studying English at Flintridge
Prep and credits his training
there and his teachers for his
ability to complete his PhD in
Medieval Literature at Oxford
University. He previously earned
an MA in fiction writing from
the University of Texas. His PhD
dissertation at Oxford is on the
poet Hoccleve, a contemporary
of Chaucer. Of course, he first
studied Chaucer at Prep. Seb
and his wife, Anna Kichorowsky
Langdell, an artist, live in London, where she is a research
officer for the British Council.
The couple has traveled to
Denmark, Morocco and Greece,
where they were part of Seb’s
Oxford roommate’s [Big Fat]
Greek wedding. They find that
Oxford grads seem to wind up
in London and have a host of
friends there. That said, Seb and
Anna hope to return soon to the
States, where Seb would like to
teach English at a college or university. We hope they succeed
in making the move, as Seb’s
parents would love to see a bit
more of them in California. If
you’re heading to London, Seb’s
email is SebastianLangdell@
gmail.com.
2004

10th

reunion

SAVE THE DATE
December 26, 2014

In May 2014, ERIC SARKISSIAN
(below) graduated from Drexel
University College of Medicine
in Philadelphia, PA. He is now
serving his residency in orthopedic surgery at Stanford Hospital
and Clinics.

MEGAN KIMBLE is the
managing editor at Edible Baja
Arizona. She is also a regular
contributor to the LA Times and
recently wrote a piece about
the perils of do-it-yourself food
preparation. Read it on her blog
at megankimble.com

2005
CHRISTINE NGUYEN provided
Prep students with insight into
the business world and the startup work environment during
Junior Internship Day.
2006
After four years of serving as
director of organizational development at AM-Touch Dental,
NITASHA KHETARPAL moved
to Boston, MA, to attend Boston
University’s Graduate School
of Management for an MBA in
leadership and organizational
transformation, for which she received the Dean’s Achievement
Scholarship award.
AYANA MARTIN was recently chosen as one of the top 100
semi-finalists in the northeast
region for the My Black is
Beautiful Ambassador search,
a social outreach program
through Procter and Gamble to
encourage self love in the black
community. She enjoyed being
a semi-finalist (below)! She
was also interviewed by the
Triad Business Journal for her
participation in a business
plan competition, in which her
team attempted to form a startup breast cancer diagnostic
company.

2007
CHRISTINA WATSON received
a master’s in special education
from Loyola Marymount University along with a credential
in elementary multiple subjects
and an education specialist
credential.
2008
Just as summer kicks into full
swing, CELENE CARRARA is
hosting new events for her popup lingerie boutique, Alouette
Company. Curating a selection
of intimates and loungewear
from the industry’s best, Celene’s mission is to promote a
lifestyle that prioritizes functionality, ingenuity in design and
effortless beauty. Visit www.alouettecompany.com for a peek.
RMAX GOODWIN followed
up his a magical experience at
Prep’s Golf Tournament with an
even more impressive performance at the Magic Castle in
May.
CHRISTINA KABA (below)
got engaged to Kevin Canini in
April. “We met in the UC Men’s
and Women’s Chorale at UC
Berkeley. I just started medical
school at George Washington
University! I’m excited for these
new beginnings, and I would
love to meet Prep alumni in the
DC area.”

NICK LOUI gave junior
students invaluable firsthand
experience in the tech industry
at Vixlet, allowing them to test
an app, do a work exercise and

some wire framing at Prep’s
Junior Internship Day.
2009

5th

reunion

SAVE THE DATE
December 26, 2014

ERIK BOGAARD was a hit with
students interested in the technical field on Junior Internship
Day (below). An intern said, “I
enjoyed being able to see what
life as a Prep alum is like, and
also how a tech start-up works.
It was a really fantastic opportunity because it directly relates to
my own personal interest
and because we have Prep as a
common connection.”

JACKIE REYES (below)
recently became engaged to
Daniel Blackson. They met while
interning for The Walt Disney
Studios in the summer of 2012.
The ceremony is will take
place in 2015. Photo by CHRIS
ELLIS ’10.

2010
CARI JEFFRIES graduated from
the University of North Carolina
as a Morehead Cain Scholar. She
attended the 2014 Morehead
Cain Scholarship Banquet with
John Adrian Larkin, III, a board
member of the Morehead Cain
Scholarship Fund, and his wife,
Annie Larkin. The Morehead
Cain Scholarship is the oldest,

Stay Connected
Flintridge Preparatory School
4543 Crown Avenue, La Cañada Flintridge, CA 91011
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most prestigious scholarship in
the nation. Cari (below) majored
in political science and is just
starting school at Stanford Law
School.

ALUMNI FAMILY PICNIc

Prep Community Bonds at New Event

SARAH RANDOLPH graduated magna cum laude from
Soka University of America in
May 2014.
DEANNA WATSON graduated from Loyola Marymount
University with a BS in mechanical engineering and works for
Mattel.
2011
On June 6, 2014, ABBEY
DECKOP served as the alumni
association commencement
speaker at Mayfield Junior
School graduation. “It was a
huge honor to be asked to
speak not only at my alma mater, but at my younger brother’s
graduation. This year I was also
honored by the president of
The Ohio State University for
my dedication to BuckeyeThon,
the largest student-run philanthropy effort in the state of
Ohio (below). I was elected as
the director of membership
development for BuckeyeThon,
and since my involvement, we
have raised over $2 million for
pediatric cancer treatment.”

Under clear skies and sunshine, families enjoyed Prep’s first
Alumni Family Picnic on the Jim Wood Memorial Athletic
Field during Alumni Weekend. Graduates—both recent
alumni and some who haven’t been on campus in decades—
were impressed to meet current Prep students who provided
all of the activities, including music, ping pong and campus
tours. Children of alumni (future Rebels, perhaps) were
entertained by bounce houses, face painting and snow
cones. Over lunch, one alumnus from the 1960s proclaimed,
“I wish the school was this nice when I attended!”
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In April, the Academy of
Magical Arts (headquartered at
the Magic Castle in Hollywood)
recognized KYLE ESCHEN as
being a junior member of note.

PETER SAILER (above)
graduated from New York
University in May 2014.
Like many alumni, ALINA
OKAMOTO was devastated by
the loss of SCOTT STUDENMUND ’08. Borrowing an idea
and design from one of CONNELL STUDENMUND’s ’12 sorority sisters, Alina has decided
to produce and sell tee-shirts
that honor Scott and keep his
memory alive; all the proceeds
from these t-shirts will benefit
the Scott Studenmund Memorial Fund. For more information,
contact Alina at alina.okamoto@
gmail.com.
2012
CRISTIAN GARCIA, who attends
Colby College, recently approached two Prep classmates,
MERRICK CAMPBELL, an
engineering student at UCLA,
and MAX WOLFF (below),
an economics major at Stanford, to join him in an internet
start-up venture and business
competition. “Our website is
called Biznector.com, and it is
a resource for young, growing
companies to find trusted warehousing and fulfillment service
providers. Entrepreneurs can
search our database and find a
logistics provider. The logistics
companies can also reach out
to users. We aim to modernize an industry that depends
heavily on personal connections.

After working day and night for
months to perfect our idea and
prep our pitch, competition day
came around and we beat eight
other contestants for first place!
We won $10,000!”
2013
In April, MICHAEL LESLIE
participated in the 2014 National
Collegiate Club Volleyball
National Championship tournament held in Reno, NV, as part
of the Bucknell men’s team. He
ran into CASEY MEURER ’11,
who plays for the Georgetown
women’s team (below).

in memoriam
J. Robert Elliott, father of BILL ‘87 and JOHN
‘87 ELLIOTT, passed away on May 18, 2014. A
major player in the music business in the 1960s
and 1970s, he attended Princeton, Emory Medical
School and Stanford Graduate School of Business.
After retirement, he was a member and leader of
a variety of numismatic and lineage societies. He
was an expert on genealogy and authored books
and articles on medals and coins. He is survived
by three sons (Bill, John and Jim), two daughtersin-law and five grandchildren.
JOHN EVANS ’48 passed away on July 6, 2014.
A graduate of the Colorado School of Mines, he
worked for Union Oil (including a three-year stint
in Australia), and later created his own commercial warehouse real estate business. John was a
member of the Lowery Society and is survived by
his children, Debbie Baker, Patti Buckels and Jim
Evans.

CJ HARRIS participated in
Service in Style, a student organization at Princeton founded by
fashion magnate and then-student Lauren Bush Lauren. The
organization puts on Princeton’s
largest student-run charity
event, Fashion Speaks, which is
held in April. You can see CJ in
all his Blue Steel glory at www.
serviceinstyle.org. To top off a
big year, CJ was elected sophomore class president.
SHALINI SUTHARSHANA,
ASHLEY KIM, KERA JOHNSON,
TYLER WEAKLAND, MADDI
BRADY, OSCAR MARTINEZYANG, BRYN MCFADDEN,
LAURIE HAYRAPETIAN,
DEREK WONG, GABBY ZEN
and KINSEY THOMPSON met
up for spring break in Boston
(below).

SAULE KLIORE ’86 died June 2, 2014. A member
of the Women’s Jewelry Association, she owned
her own company, IndyAdornments. Saule was a
member of Prep’s Folio, the creative writing club
and journal, and earned her BA in English and
Comparative Literature from UC Santa Cruz
in 1990. She is survived by her sister, Rima KlioreFrederickson ’88, and her father Arvydas Kliore.
Gregory Mehdi ’03 passed away after a car
accident in July, shortly after celebrating his 30th
birthday. Greg went to Clairbourn School for his
early education before attending Prep from 7th
through 12th grade. He went on to Tufts University, where he earned his bachelor’s with a double
major in environmental science and American
studies. He then moved back to Los Angeles,
where he started a real estate consulting company. Greg loved life and enjoyed reading, golf and
music. After his mom’s death in 2012, Greg created and led the Carrie Mehdi foundation, which
gives aid to a variety of charitable organizations
supporting people and dogs. Greg is survived
by his father, Zafar Mehdi. A memorial is being
planned for September 7 in Pasadena.

Keith (Kip) Trudel Nicol ’49 passed away
on May 31, 2014. Kip was born in Hollywood and
attended Claremont Men’s College and Stanford
University. He earned two masters degrees (an
MBA from San Diego State University and one in
Human Behavior from National University). Kip
was involved in commercial real estate and was an
area franchisee for Mail Boxes, Etc. Not wanting
to completely retire, he obtained his PhD at Alliant University at the age of 82. Kip is survived by
his wife Toyelle, daughter Dana Hartley, sons Page
and Blair, four grandchildren, and an extended
stepfamily.
CAPTAIN WILLIAM “MEL” SMITH, JR., USN
(Ret.) ’47, died June 2, 2014. He graduated from
Colorado College with a BS in Civil Engineering
and earned an MS from Caltech. He enlisted in
the Navy and was assigned to Hawaii, the Pacific
Islands, The Philippines, Alaska and San Diego,
continuing as a reservist with the Seabees for 30
years. Mel worked all over the world on construction projects and spent the last 13 years of his career at JPL. He was a devoted Kiwanian and active
in AFS and AYSO; he coached soccer at Marshall
Fundamental High School in Pasadena and developed strong ties with the Key Club there. He was
a member of the Tournament of Roses for over 30
years, was a member of Pasadena First Congregational Church, and, in retirement, took up square
dancing, watercolor painting and genealogy. Mel
is survived by his wife, Alice, son, Steven, and
daughter, Carolyn Mueller; a grandson, stepgranddaughter and twin great grandchildren.
SSGT SCOTT STUDENMUND ’08, a US Army
Staff Sergeant and Green Beret, was killed in
action in Afghanistan on June 9, 2014. A remembrance of Scott’s life can be found on page 14.
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Endowment Giving

Your legacy is Prep’s future

curriculum and
student programs
faculty
and staff
development

athletics programs
and facilities

financial aid
scholarships

technology
infrastructure

What it is: Endowment giving funds scholarships, academic and extracurricular programming
that are at the heart of Flintridge Prep’s mission.
These funds ensure that the school is strong today
and for generations to come.
How it works: The school pools and invests
endowment funds in perpetuity; according
to a spending policy approved by the Board
of Trustees, only a portion of each fund’s
earnings is spent annually. This is what enables
an endowment to last forever.

o Scholarship endowments help to support the nearly
one-third of students who are currently on financial aid,
as well as future scholarship recipients.
o Faculty development endowments help to support
today’s teachers and attract the teachers of tomorrow.
o Arts, athletics and community impact endowments
help to enrich our curriculum, inspire passions and
ignite leadership beyond the classroom.
At Prep you can contribute to one of 40+ existing endowment funds. You may also choose to establish a new fund
in your name or in honor of a significant individual.*
For more information, please contact Director of External
Affairs Lakshmi Dastur-Johnson at 818.949.5524 or visit
flintridgeprep.org/endowment_giving.aspx.
*Subject to minimum funding levels and criteria.
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The Doane M. Lowery Society

Plan your gift and
perpetuate the mission
of Flintridge Prep
Named for Flintridge Prep’s founder and first
president, the Doane M. Lowery Society
recognizes individuals who take the step to
include Flintridge Prep in their estate plans.
Including Flintridge Prep in your estate plans
may secure a number of valuable benefits for you
and the school. There are a variety of gift options
that offer tax and income benefits for you and
your heirs while providing for Flintridge Prep at
the same time.
The Doane M. Lowery Society was established to
recognize individuals who provide for Flintridge
Prep in their estate plans or through other
deferred gift arrangements such as charitable
gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts,
life insurance policies, retirement plan assets
and real estate. For more information, contact
Lakshmi Dastur-Johnson, Director of External
Affairs, at 818.949-5524.
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Flintridge Preparatory School offers a rigorous, moral,
and intimate learning environment, nurturing in its
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essential to a rewarding college experience, a lifelong
embrace of education, a devotion to community and
a full and responsible life.
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